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• Reconstructing localized features requires sufficiently small observation errors.
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• Errors have to be smaller the more the corresponding observation operators overlap.
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a b s t r a c t
Most data assimilation (DA) methods define the analysis state (i.e., the optimal state for initializing a nu-
merical model) through a quadratic cost function which penalizes both the differences to a model prior
(called background state) and the distance to the observations. This paper studies the impact of obser-
vation and background error characteristics on the ability to reconstruct spatially localized features with
suchmethods.While the density of the data employed in theDAprocess gives anupper limit for the spatial
reconstruction, this limit can generally only be achieved if the observations are sufficiently precise. This
work discusses how finite observation errors (for given background error statistics) degrade the spatial
resolution of the analysis state. For this it expands the cost function minimum into a weighted sum over
pseudo inverse (PI) solutions each of which corresponds to a different subset of the available observations
(i.e., only a subset of the observations is considered for each of these terms, respectively). Observation
errors occur only in the weighting factors of this expansion and therefore determine the extent to which
observational information is included in the analysis state. More precisely, the weighting factors of the
different PIs can bewritten in terms of normalized observation errors and the determinant of a correlation
matrix which characterizes the overlap of the corresponding observation operators. The presentedmath-
ematical results are illustrated with a simple model problemwhich explicitly shows how the reconstruc-
tion of a localized feature depends on observation errors as well as the observation operators’ overlap.
The findings of this work generally demonstrate that large observation errors do not only decrease
the overall weight which the respective observations obtain in the DA process, they especially reduce the
DA systems capability to obtain spatially localized information. Small observation errors are particularly
important when processing strongly non-local observations as they are typically obtained from passive
remote sensing measurements. These have the potential to smear out signals from localized sources over
large regions in model space. Generally, observation errors have to be smaller the more the respective
observation operators overlap.
© 2014 The Author. Published by Elsevier B.V. Open access under CC BY-NC-SA license.1. Introduction
The numerical modeling of real world systems is of great scien-
tific and economic interest. Prominent examples are geophysical
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0167-2789 © 2014 The Author. Published by Elsevier B.V. Open access under CC BY-NC-Ssystems and particularly numerical weather prediction (NWP, i.e.,
atmosphericmodeling). Crucial for the skill of any forecast attempt
is the extent to which the model input (initial conditions) can be
constrained throughmeasurements (observational data). Efforts to
optimize the use of observational data have led to highly sophisti-
cated data assimilation (DA) methods which can deal with various
types of observations. Using concepts fromestimation theory these
A license.
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with respect to the observations in an optimalway (see, e.g., [1–3]).
Methods have to be very flexible as observational data gener-
ally do not correspond to the direct measurement of model vari-
ables (i.e., of the prognostic variables of the employed numerical
model). On the contrary, they often constrain the model variables
in rather indirect ways. Very common are non-local observations
which constrain spatial integrals of model variables rather than
their values at specific locations of the model grid. This data type
is typical for passive remote sensing data. In the domain of atmo-
spheric modeling, strongly non-local measurements have actually
become the majority of the observations through the advent of
satellite data [4].
While the ability of today’s DA systems to profit from non-local
measurements has beenwidely demonstrated,1 the accuracy of the
reproduction of localized features from such non-local information
is still an issue [5,6]. This question is particularly important for
NWP as forecast models have evolved very fast both in precision
and in model grid size which poses stricter criteria on the spatial
accuracy of the data assimilation system (see, e.g., [7]).
Of course, crucial for the spatial reconstruction of localized
features is the density of the available observations. While this
gives an upper limit for the degrees of freedom which can be
constrained by the DA process, this paper investigates the role of
observational errors in this context. This work has been motivated
by situations with non-local observations which are locally rather
dense (i.e., they are dense in some region of the model space) and
therefore would contain sufficient information about a respective
localized feature if the quality of the data was sufficiently high.
An important example of such locally dense observations is given
by the measurements of the space born Infrared (IR) Atmospheric
Sounding Interferometer instrument, IASI, which scans individual
atmospheric columns with thousands of IR channels (between 40
and a few hundred of these channels are operationally assimilated
by some NWP centers), [8].
Formally, the problem of determining localized features from
non-local information has some similarity with the back transfor-
mation in spectral or wavelet decomposition where localized in-
formation is reconstructed from thenon-localmodes [9]. Of course,
such a reconstruction requires that the non-local modes (or non-
local observations) constrain all the degrees of freedom of the sys-
temwhichmakes it clearly unfeasible formost DA systems (at least
in NWP) since the number of employed observations is generally
much smaller than the degrees of freedom of an NWP model. A
mathematical method which formally overcomes this problem is
the so called pseudo inverse (PI) [10] which restricts the model
space that is altered by the observational information to a subspace
whose degrees of freedom correspond to those constrained by the
observational data. Superficially, this method might appear most
attractive for the reconstruction of localized features (from locally
sufficiently dense observations) as it leads to a model state (anal-
ysis state) which is strictly compatible with all the observations
included in the DA process. In other words, if the observations con-
tain all the information about a localized feature, so does the PI.
In practice, however, the pseudo inverse method is not used by
any operational DA system2 which has two main reasons that are
closely related. First, it does not represent the optimal model state
as it neglects the fact that observations are not perfect but have
errors. Secondly, and more severely, the PI can become unstable.
Under certain conditions the method strongly amplifies noise
which is inherent to any real world observations. To overcome this
1 At least in the context of large scalemodelswith horizontal grid spacing ranging
from about 16 km to a few hundred kilometers.
2 At least not for directly calculating the analysis state.problem, most modern DA systems define the optimal solution
(or analysis state) through a cost function which explicitly takes
account of observational errors (see, e.g., [11] for a discussion of
such methods).
In contrast to the PI, the analysis state found by these cost-
function methods is, however, not strictly consistent with the ob-
servations. Indeed, accounting explicitly for observational errors
raises the question to which extent information about localized
features which is contained in observational data will be repro-
duced by such an analysis state.
To address this question, in this paper, the analysis state ob-
tained from minimizing the cost function will be expanded in
terms of different PIs which correspond to different sets of obser-
vations. It has to be stressed that PIs can be constructed for various
subsets of the available observations (the smallest subsets con-
taining only single observations) but that representing a localized
feature can only be achieved by those PIs whose underlying obser-
vations are sufficiently dense for characterizing it. Of course, if a
PI is strongly influenced by noise it cannot represent the feature
(even if the observations are dense enough) and its weight in the
expansion must be correspondingly small. Generally, the weights
in the expansion show the extent to which observation sets which
could potentially characterize a feature (if observation errors were
sufficiently small) are included (via a PI) in the analysis state. In
this way these weights indicate an upper limit for the degree of
localization which the analysis state can possibly have.
To illustrate this point, the general result will be computed ex-
plicitly for a simple toy model which has only 2 observations (and
also twomodel degrees of freedom) andwhich is probably the sim-
plest model to address the question to which extent the boundary
of a localized feature (like a cloud top) can be reconstructed from
(partially) non-local observations.
In practice, the question to which extent a DA system can re-
produce spatially localized features has to be put in relation to the
spatial scales which can be represented by the corresponding NWP
model (in this context it should be noted that the effective resolu-
tion of an NWP model is generally substantially coarser than the
model grid spacing, see, e.g., [12]). Since themain purpose of a clas-
sical DA system is to improve the weather forecast, one can argue
that it is the NWPmodel alone which determines whether a local-
ized feature is successfully represented. However, the impact on the
forecast skill of an analysis which represents spatial structures at a
finer resolution than the NWPmodel can deal with is by no means
a trivial issue.While the extent towhich a forecastmodel can profit
from an analysis is a question of great practical relevance, it is be-
yond the scope of this work and will not be discussed in this paper
(in which the term spatial resolution generally refers to the degrees
of freedom constrained by the analysis increments independent of
how the NWP model is able to profit from them).
This paper is structured as follows. After introducing the math-
ematical concepts in Section 2, the expansion of the analysis state
in PIs will be derived in Section 3 while Section 4 will illustrate the
role of this expansion at the example of the simplemodel problem.
The results are discussed in Section 5 while Section 6 gives conclu-
sions and an outlook on some possible future applications.
2. Mathematical foundations
The aim of a data assimilation (DA) system is to compute the
so called analysis state vector Xa, which is the (in some sense)
optimal model state vector for initiating a model forecast run.
Apart from the observation vector Y (whose components Yi are the
individual observations) most of such schemes also use a model
state vector Xb (called the background state) as a prior which
is usually taken from a short term forecast. A central role has
the forward (or observation) operator H (X) whose components
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of the ith observation (i.e., the value of Yi which corresponds to the
atmospheric state represented by X).
In practice, many DA methods linearly expand the assimilation
problemaround amodel stateXlin (the linearization state) and then
solve the corresponding linear problem. Obviously the analysis
state Xa computed this way generally depends on Xlin. To reduce
errors made by the linearization, the process may be repeated
with a sequence of linearization states Xlin. Usually, Xa from
the previous iteration is taken as the linearization state for the
following computation of Xa. Each of these computations of Xa (for
one of the states Xlin) is called an outer loop (while the term inner
loops is used for some iterative stepsmade for computingXa during
a single outer loop). The method converges if Xlin and Xa are in the
same linear regime.
In this paperwe only consider the solution of a single outer loop
(i.e., we do not change the linearization state). Notations for the
corresponding linear problem can be considerably simplified by
simple variable transformations.Most convenientlywe are consid-
ering only differences betweenmodel statesX and the background
state Xb (i.e., x = X − Xb). Subtracting also an appropriate con-
stant value from the observations (i.e., y = Y − Hlin

Xb

, where
Hlin (X) ≡ H (Xlin) + H [X− Xlin] is the linearized version of H)
the observation operator can be written with the following matrix
notation
ymod = Hx (1)
where the gradient H of the observation operator H is a p× nma-
trix (with p and n being the number of observations and the di-
mension of the model state increment vector x, respectively) and
ymod is themodel equivalent to the transformed observation vector
y (of dimension p). In the following, such model state increments
x and observation increments y will usually be simply referred to
asmodel state and observations, respectively.
The ith observation yi is considered as local if the ith rowHi ofH
has only one element which is not equal to zero. If all observations
are local, H can be written as a diagonal matrix. Below it is shown
that even if H is diagonal the corresponding analysis increments
are generally non-local, provided the background field variables
(and/or the observations) exhibit error correlationswhich are non-
zero (as it is generally the case).
2.1. The pseudo inverse solution
The task of computing the analysis state xa is often referred to
as an inverse problem as it can be understood as a generalization of
the inversion of Eq. (1). Indeed, for a model problem for which the
matrix H can be inverted, setting xa = xˇa = H−1y yields an anal-
ysis state which is perfectly consistent with all the measurements,
since then
ymod ≡ Hxˇa = y. (2)
While the inverse of H usually does not exists for real world
systems (generally H is not surjective), H generally has a so called
pseudo inverse (PI). Provided HHT is invertible, the PI can be writ-
ten in the form xˇa = HT HHT −1 y which obviously fulfills condi-
tion (2). Note that the PI is not unique as for any vector v from the
kernel ofH, the sum xˇa+ v also fulfills condition (2). Similarly, one
can easily see that for anymatrixA forwhich

HAHT
−1 exists, con-
dition (2) holds for xˇa = AHT HAHT −1 y. Further, if A is positive
definite, one can show (by introducing Lagrange multiplier con-
straints) that this last formof xˇa is the solution of Eq. (2)whichmin-
imizes the norm
xˇa2A ≡ xˇaT A−1xˇa. Constructing the norm for xfrom the background error covariancematrixB = xxT  of x (where
the brackets ⟨..⟩ indicate the expectation value)3 one obtains
xˇa = BHT HBHT −1 y. (3)
Note that making the variable transformation x˜ = B− 12 x and H˜ =
HB
1
2 , Eq. (3) is equivalent to ˇ˜xa = H˜T

H˜H˜T
−1
y. The transformed
variables x˜ have the special property

x˜x˜T
 = B− 12 xxT  B− 12 = I,
whichmeans that all the components of x˜ have variance one while
different components are statistically uncorrelated. The PI, Eq. (3),
can be interpreted as the solution obtained for xˇa when inverting
Eq. (2)while restricting the solution space to the subspace spanned
by the column vectors of H˜T (which is perpendicular to the kernel
of H˜).
In this paper we ask the question to which extent the solution
xa computed by a DAmethod is able to reproduce the location of a
strongly localized feature like a strong temperature inversion or
the edge of a cloud. The fact that xˇa from Eq. (3) fulfills Eq. (2)
shows that the PI represents an upper limit for howwell themodel
state can be constrained by a given set of observations. In Section 3
we will analyze to which extent PIs corresponding to different
observation sets are contained in the analysis state xa of some of
the most common DA methods.
2.2. Minimizing a cost function
In practice, however, the pseudo-inverse is not the optimal so-
lution as it neglects observation errors and fulfilling (2) does not
identify the optimal solution. Even more seriously, the pseudo-
inverse is generally unstable with respect to noise (related to
measurement errors and inaccuracies of the forward operator). It
therefore cannot be used by DA systems and, instead, methods
which explicitly account for observation errors have been estab-
lished. The most popular of these methods define the optimal
model state xa as the minimum of a cost function
J(x) = 1
2

xTB−1x+ [y− Hx]T R−1 [y− Hx] (4)
which penalizes departures from the observations [y− Hx] aswell
as those from the background (x = X−Xb). Here R is the error co-
variance matrix of the observations. In NWP R is mostly assumed
to be diagonal and also in this paper we follow this assumption:
R =
r1 0 · 00 r2 · 0· ·
0 0 · rp
 . (5)
Generally, a diagonal Rmatrix is always obtainedwhen transform-
ing (i.e., rotating) the observation space into the eigenspace of R
which is equivalent to using the principal components of R (as ob-
tained from an empirical orthogonal function analysis) instead of
the original observations y.
In principle minimizing the cost function (4) is equivalent with
the approach of Tikhonov [13] and, provided the observation errors
ri (with i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , p}) are not too small, it automatically regu-
larizes the instability with respect to noise mentioned above [14].
Defining xa as the minimum of the cost function, Eq. (4) leads
to the condition
0 = d
dx
J(xa) = B−1xa − HTR−1 y− Hxa
or xa = B−1 + HTR−1H−1 HTR−1y
3 Note that x = X − Xb is assumed to have zero mean as the prior Xb of X is
assumed to be unbiased.
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and with some further matrix manipulations this can be written in
the well known form
xa = B−1 + HTR−1H−1 HTR−1 R+ HBHT 
× R+ HBHT −1 y
= B−1 + HTR−1H−1 HT + HTR−1HBHT 
× R+ HBHT −1 y
= B−1 + HTR−1H−1 B−1 + HTR−1H BHT
× R+ HBHT −1 y
= BHT R+ HBHT −1 y (6)
which is the form of xa that will be used below.
3. Expansion in terms of pseudo inverse solutions
3.1. The pseudo inverses as asymptotic solutions
Comparing Eqs. (3) and (6), one finds that in the limit ri → 0
(for all observations i), the cost function minimum xa is identical
with the PI xˇa (provided that HBHT is invertible so that this limit
is well defined). To facilitate the discussion below let us introduce
the notation xˇaτ for a PI which belongs to a given observation set
τ (here τ is the index set, one has τ ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , p} where p is
the total number of available observations).WritingH{τ } and yτ for
the corresponding observation operator and observation vector,
respectively,4and assuming that the inverse of the matrix
H{τ }B

H{τ }
T (7)
exists, Eq. (3) takes the form
xˇaτ = BHT{τ }

H{τ }B

H{τ }
T−1 yτ
=

j∈τ
ητj yj (8)
where in the second line the vectors ητj have been defined as
column vectors of the pseudo inverse operator given in the first
line.More precisely ητj are the increments to themodel statewhich
the observation yj gives rise to when forming the PI with respect
to the observations from the subset τ only. These vectors fulfill the
relationship
Hiητj = δij for i, j ∈ τ (9)
where δij is the Kronecker delta and Hi is the component (i.e., raw)
ofH that corresponds to the observation yi. Below it will be shown
how the general solution (6) can be written as a weighted sum
over such PIs each of which corresponds to a different observation
subset τ .
Note that restricting the cost function minimum in Eq. (6) to an
observation subsets τ is formally equivalent to setting the observa-
tion errors from observations which are not in τ (i.e., which are in
the complementary set τ C ) to infinity. Indeed, from the definition
of the cost function Eq. (4) one finds that taking the limit ri →∞
(for any observation i) cancels the contribution of the ith observa-
tion to the cost function (these are the terms (yi − Hix)2 /ri) which
is equivalent to not including the observation yi in the assimilation
4 H{τ } is obtained from H by selecting all the rows with indices from τ while yτ
is the vector formed by the respective components of y.process in the first place. From this it follows that, for any set τ for
which the determinant of (7) does not equal zero, in the limit
ri →∞ for i ∈ τ C (10)
rj → 0 for j ∈ τ
one has
xa → xˇaτ
where xˇaτ is defined in Eq. (8). (For notational consistency xˇ
a
τ is de-
fined to be zero if the set τ is empty.)
3.2. The expansion
In the followingwe rewrite the inverse of

R+ HBHT  in Eq. (6)
using Cramer’s rule according towhich the inverse of any invertible
matrix A can be written as
A−1 = adj (A) / det (A) (11)
where the components {adj (A)}ij of adj (A) are given by
{adj (A)}ij = (−1)i+j det

A[j,i]

(12)
and A[j,i] is obtained from matrix A by deleting column i and raw
j. Applying this to Eq. (6) with A = (R + HBHT ) and using the
notation
Bˆ = HBHT
for the backgroundmatrix in observation space HBHT , one obtains
xal =
p
i,j=1

BHT

li
 (−1)
i+j det

R[j,i] + Bˆ[j,i]

det

R+ Bˆ
 yj
 (13)
for the lth component xal of the analysis vector.
To decompose the determinant det(R + Bˆ), the following
formula is used (whose derivation for any two (N × N) matrices
A and B is given in Appendix A)
det (A+ B) =
N
k=0

τk

ρk
P

σ
{τk,ρk}
I

× det A{τk,ρk} det B{τCk ,ρCk } (14)
where τk and ρk refer to subsets of {1, 2, . . . ,N} with k elements
while τ Ck and ρ
C
k are the complementary subsets of {1, 2, . . . ,N}
(they have N − k elements respectively). It follows from this
definition that τ0, ρ0, τ CN , ρ
C
N are empty. The two right sums
on the right hand side of Eq. (14) are over all such different
subsets τk and ρk, respectively. The matrices A{τk,ρk} are (k× k)
sub-matrices of A which are obtained by restricting to column
numbers from the set τk and rows from ρk, while B{τCk ,ρCk } are the
respective ((N − k)× (N − k)) sub-matrices of B related to the
complementary subsets τ Ck and ρ
C
k , respectively. P

σ
{τk,ρk}
I

is the
sign of the permutation σ {τk,ρk}I which maps τk on ρk and τ
C
k on ρ
C
k
so that
σ
{τk,ρk}
I (τk[i]) = ρk[i] for i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k} (15)
σ
{τk,ρk}
I (τ
C
k [i]) = ρCk [i] for i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , p− k}
where τk[i], ρk[i], τ Ck [i] and ρCk [i] refers to the ith smallest element
of the respective set. Note that for k = 0 the set τk = τ0 is empty,
in which case the definition det

A{τ0,ρ0}
 = 1 is used. Note that
in the special case where τk equals ρk, the corresponding σ
{τk,τk}
I is
the identity (which motivates the subscript I).
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the resulting expression by noting that for a diagonal matrix the
determinant of any sub-matrix is only non zero if τk = ρk in which
case one has
det

R{τk,ρk}
 =  k
i∈τk
ri

δτk,ρk (16)
where the δτk,ρk is one if the two sets are identical and zero
otherwise (see proof in Appendix B). Using this, Eq. (14) yields
det

R+ Bˆ

=
p
k=0

τk

ρk
P

σ
{τk,ρk}
I

det

Bˆ{τk,ρk}

i∈τCk
ri
 δτk,ρk
=
p
k=1

τk
det

Bˆτk

i∈τCk
ri
 (17)
=

τ
det

Bˆτ

l∈τC
rl

(18)
where in the last line the sum is over all subsets τ ⊂ {1, . . . , p}
and the simplified notation
Bˆτ = Bˆ{τ ,τ }
has been used in the last two lines of Eq. (17). Note that
Bˆτ = H{τ }B

H{τ }
T
is thematrix obtained from Bˆ = HBHT by choosing only the obser-
vations with the indices in τ while all lines and columns related to
the other observations are deleted. The operator H{τ } is the obser-
vation operator of the observations yi with i ∈ τ , as defined above
in Section 3.1.
In principle, Eq. (14) can also be used to decompose the deter-
minant det(R[j,i] + Bˆ[j,i]) in Eq. (13). For our purposes, however, it
is sufficient to note that the decomposition of det(R[j,i]+ Bˆ[j,i]) can
be written in the form

τ
Cˇτ

j∈τC
rj
 (19)
with some coefficients Cˇτ which do not depend on any of the ri (this
is clear from Eq. (16) and the fact that any submatrix of R[j,i] is also
a sub matrix of R). Then, since the components of

BHT

li do not
depend on any ri and, further, since sums of expansions of type (19)
are also of type (19), one finds that the numerator of Eq. (13) can
be written as an expansion of the form
p
i,j=1

BHT

li

(−1)i+j det

R[j,i] + Bˆ[j,i]

yj

=

τ
C (l)τ

j∈τC
rj
 (20)
so that Eq. (13) takes the form
xal =

τ
C (l)τ

j∈τC
rj


τ
det

Bˆτ

j∈τC
rj

 . (21)
(with coefficients C (l)τ which are independent of any of the ri).3.2.1. Proof for non singular matrices
To determine the coefficients C (l)τk in Eq. (21) we first restrict
the proof to situations where Bˆ is invertible so that the PIs Eq. (8)
are defined for all possible limits described by Eq. (10) (i.e., for all
subsets τ ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , p}). We then compare the result for these
limiting cases from Eq. (21) with that from Eq. (8) yielding
Cτ/ det

Bˆτ

= xˇaτ (22)
where Cτ is the vector whose components are given by the
C (l)τ introduced in Eq. (20). It is found that the vectors Cτ are
proportional to the PIs xˇaτ defined in Eq. (8).
Using Eq. (22) to replace C (l)τk in Eq. (21) one finds
xa =

τ
det

Bˆτ

j∈τC
rj
 xˇaτ

τ
det

Bˆτ

j∈τC
rj


=

τ
Gτ xˇaτ

ρ
Gρ (23)
with Gτ = det

Bˆτ

j∈τ
rj

(24)
where in Eq. (23) the prefactors Gτ/

ρ Gρ of the individual PIs xˇ
a
τ
are all positive and sum up to 1 (this sum includes the empty set
τ = ∅ for which the PI xˇaτ = 0 corresponds to the nil vector).
In the following it will be shown that the coefficients Gτ can be
written as
Gτ = det
Bτ 
j∈τ
Rj

(25)
where the normalized observation errors are defined as
Ri = ri
Bˆii
(26)
whileB is the background error correlation matrix in observation
space whose components are related those of the error covariance
matrix Bˆ through
Bij = Bˆij
BˆiiBˆjj
. (27)
Using the diagonal matrix
Dτ =
Bˆτ [1]τ [1] · 0· · ·
0 · Bˆτ [k]τ [k]

(obtained from Bˆ by setting all non diagonal elements to zero) one
can write from Eq. (24)
Gτ = det

D−1τ

det

Bˆτ

j∈τ
Rj
−1
(28)
= det

D
− 12
τ BˆτD
− 12
τ

j∈τ
Rj
−1
(29)
which coincides with Eq. (25).
To see more clearly the contributions of the individual
observations to the analysis state, one may introduce the second
line of Eq. (8) into Eq. (23). Reordering the sums one can obtain a
formwhich distinguishes more clearly between the overall weight
of the individual observations and the relative contribution of the
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finds
xa =
p
l=1
yl
Λl

τ∈N(l)
Gτητl

ρ∈N(l)
Gρ
 (30)
where N(l) ≡ {τ ⊂ {1, . . . , p} with l ∈ τ } (31)
is the set of all sets which contain the observation l, while the
factors Λ−1l play the role of an overall weighting function for the
impact of the observation yl on the analysis state. One has
Λl = 1+ Rl

τ∈NC
(l)
Gτ
ρ∈N(l)
GρRl
(32)
where the sum in the denominator is over all sets ρ ∈ N(l) which
contain the element l while the sum in the numerator is over the
complementary set (τ ∈ NC(l)) which are all sets which do not
contain l. From the definition of Gρ in Eq. (25) one finds Gρ ∝ R−1l
for ρ ∈ N(l) so that the fraction on the right hand side of Eq. (32) is
independent of Rl.
3.2.2. Including the case of singular matrices
So far the result (30) has been only derived for the case where
the PIs (8) are well defined for all limiting cases (10). In this sub-
section it is shown that the result also holds for cases where Bˆτ =
H{τ }B

H{τ }
T is not invertible for some of the observation sets τ
(that there are always some subsets τ for which Bˆτ can be inverted
is guaranteed by the fact that Bˆ−1τ exists for sets with only single
observations). More precisely, it will be shown that if for a set τ the
determinant det(Bˆτ ) approaches zero, the corresponding terms in
the sum in Eq. (23) are going to zero, as well. Eq. (23) therefore also
holds for caseswhere Bˆτ is not invertible for all sets τ provided that
the sum is restricted only to those τ for which det(Bˆτ ) ≠ 0 holds
(alternatively one could define xˇaτ to be zero if det(Bˆτ ) = 0).
To see that contributions from observation sets with det(Bˆτ ) =
0 are zero, first note that according to Eq. (11), det(Bˆτ )Bˆ−1τ can be
replaced by the adjugate of Bˆτ . More precisely, adj(Bˆτ ) can be used
to replace the PIs xˇaτ in Eq. (23) by writing
det

Bˆτ

xˇaτ = det

Bˆτ

BHT{τ }

Bˆτ
−1
yτ
= BHT{τ }adj

Bˆτ

yτ (33)
where the last expression is well defined even if det

Bˆτ

= 0.
That the right hand side of Eq. (33) is actually zero can be shown
in two steps. First, it is shown that adj (A) is in the kernel of A for
any singular square matrix A, and, secondly, the kernel of HBHT
can be shown to be part of the kernel of BHT for any positive semi
definite matrix B.
The first point follows directly from the well known identity
(which in the case det (A) ≠ 0 is identical to Eq. (11))
Aadj (A) = det (A) I
where I is the identitymatrixwhose dimension corresponds to that
of A.
To see the secondpoint, let the vector yˇ be in the kernel ofHBHT .
One has
0 = HBHT yˇFig. 1. Schematic description of the model problem. The dashed line marks the
boundary between cloudy and non-cloudy levels. The square functions are the
sensitivity functions of the measurements.
⇒ 0 = yˇTHBHT yˇ
=

B
1
2HT yˇ
T 
B
1
2HT yˇ

⇔0 = B 12HT yˇ
⇒ 0 = BHT yˇ
which proofs that yˇ is also in the kernel of BHT . Above we made
use of the fact that any covariance matrix Bmust be positive semi
definite so that its square root B
1
2 is well defined.
4. A simple model problem
It is instructive to apply the results of the last section to a simpli-
fied model problem. The problem chosen here has only two obser-
vations and two model degrees of freedom x1 and x2 which (as il-
lustrated in Fig. 1) are distributed over twomodel levels. The cloud
in Fig. 1 is meant to indicate a strongly localized feature which
has its boundary between the two model levels so that the ob-
servations (in the ideal case) should introduce a strong gradient
(or change in magnitude) between x1 and x2. The square curves in
Fig. 1 represent the sensitivity functions of the observation oper-
ators for the two observations. In model space the corresponding
observation operator takes the form
H =

h1 0
h0 h2

(34)
which shows that only the second observation, y2, is actually a non-
local observation (and this only if h0 ≠ 0).
In this section the main motivating question is to which extent
the position of the cloud top (or strong difference in magnitude)
between x1 and x2 can be correctly reconstructed by theminimum
of the cost function or to which extent the information from
one level is smeared out to the neighboring level. For notational
convenience, the results from the last section are first rewritten
for systemswith only two observations. Noting that the correlation
matrix
B =  1 CFCF 1

has only one nontrivial component
CF = Bˆ12
Bˆ11Bˆ22
(which is the background error correlation between the twomodel
observationsH1x andH2x, whereH1 andH2 are the top and bottom
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xa =

xa1
xa2

=
2
i=1
Λ−1i

(1− γi) η{1,2}i + γiη{i}i

yi (35)
where for the sake of brevity the notation
γ1 ≡ G{1}G{1} + G{1,2} =
R2
R2 +

1− C2F
 (36)
γ2 ≡ G{2}G{2} + G{1,2} =
R1
R1 +

1− C2F

has been used andwhere the expressions on the right are obtained
by inserting G{i} = 1/Ri and G{1,2} = det(B)/ (R1R2)with det(B) =
1− C2F

. For the weighting factors one finds
Λ1 = 1+ R1 (1+ R2)
(1+ R2)− C2F
(37)
Λ2 = 1+ R2 (1+ R1)
(1+ R1)− C2F
.
Note that for Rj →∞ (with j ∈ {1, 2}), Eq. (35) takes the form
x1
x2

= η
{i}
i yi
1+ Ri with i ≠ j (38)
which shows that themodel state vector η{i}i yields the structure of
the analysis increments if yi is assimilated in isolation.
To determine the form of the vectors η{1,2}i and η
{i}
i one has to
make use of the explicit form of H as given in Eq. (34). Writing the
background error covariance matrix in its most general form as
B =

b1 b0
b0 b2

one obtains the following expressions for the columns of the
pseudo inverse operators
η
{1,2}
1 =
1
h1
 1−h0
h2
 (39)
η
{1,2}
2 =
1
h2

0
1

(40)
η
{1}
1 =
1
h1
 1b0
b1
 (41)
η
{2}
2 =

1
Bˆ22

h0

b1
b0

+ h2

b0
b2

(42)
where the η{1,2}i are simply the columns of
BHT

HBHT
−1 = H−1 =
 h−11 0−h0
h1h2
h−12
 (43)
(where for the moment it is assumed that coefficients are chosen
so that B and H are both invertible) while the η{i}i are given by the
ith column of
BHT =

b1 b0
b0 b2

h1 h0
0 h2

=

b1h1 b1h0 + b0h2
b0h1 b0h0 + b2h2
divided by Bˆii (note that for a single observation, Bˆ{i} = Bˆii is just a
scalar), with
Bˆ11 = b1h21
Bˆ22 = b1h20 + 2b0 (h0h2)+ b2h22.
According to Eq. (35), the analysis increments induced by an ob-
servation yi consist of two contributions proportional to the vec-
tors η{1,2}i and η
{i}
i , respectively. From Eq. (43) one finds that for
this simplified case the PI related to the vectors η{1,2}i (one has
xˇa{1,2} = η{1,2}1 y1+ η{1,2}2 y2 = H−1y) is the exact inversion of Eq. (2)
which, provided the data quality allows this (i.e., observation er-
rors are sufficiently small) yields a good reconstruction of the true
atmospheric state in model space. The single observation PIs η{i}i ,
on the other hand, only know about one of the observations and
therefore cannot reconstruct the localized feature.
Fig. 2 illustrates how different the directions of these vectors
typically can be. For simplicity the case b1, b2 = 1 (and b0, h1,
h2 and h0 as indicated in the figure) was chosen for this figure. In
both graphs of Fig. 2, the solid back arrows show the components
of the observation operators for the two observations, while the
directions of the dashed lines are that of the columns of BHT which
(as explained above) coincide with the directions of the vectors
η
{i}
i (i.e., of the PIs for single observations). These contrast the
directions of the vectors η{1,2}i which are indicated by the thick
solid lines in the right graph of Fig. 2.
The huge difference between the two vector sets is of course not
surprising. Having information from a single observation only, all
the solutions η{i}i can do is to use the available statistical informa-
tion for distributing the respective observational signal between
the two model levels. Particularly η{2}2 (which only knows about
the non-local observation y2) is seen to distribute the analysis in-
crements almost evenly between the two levels (which is not sur-
prising as h0 and h2 have a similar magnitude in this example). But
also η{1}1 whose only input is the localized observation y1 (which
only measures x1) is seen to put non zero increments on x2 (for
which it has no observational information). From the Bmatrix one
has, however, statistical information on x2. Provided b0 ≠ 0, the
uncertainty related to the model variables is correlated and this
knowledge is used to alter also x2 if only x1 is measured.
To illustrate the impact of the statistical information alone,
Fig. 3 shows the directions which the vectors η{1,2}i and η
{i}
i have in
the special case h0 = 0 (for which both observations correspond
to the measurement of only a single model variable, respectively).
In this case the difference between the directions of the respec-
tive pairs η{1,2}i and η
{i}
i only depends on the magnitude of b0 (if
b0 = 0 these vectors coincide and the observational information is
attributed only to the measured degree of freedom).
Generally, from Eq. (35) one finds that the relative magnitude
of the two contributions η{1,2}i and η
{i}
i is given by the ratio
γi
1− γi =
Rj
1− C2F
with j ≠ i (44)
where the right hand side can be interpreted as a measure for
the degree to which the observation yj serves for the localization
of the analysis increments. One particularly finds the condition
R1 ≪ (1 − C2F ) for suppressing the contribution of η{2}2 (which
smears out the signal from y2) while for R1 > (1− C2F ), the weight
of the smeared out solution is larger than that of the localized part.
Note that the correlation CF is bounded between 1 and −1 so
that 0 ≤ (1− C2F ) ≤ 1 and R1 gives a lower bound for R1/(1− C2F ).
Generally, a precise reconstruction of the cloud boundary requires
small observation errors R1 and R2, but the requirement is more
severe if the background error correlation in observation space, CF ,
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Fig. 2. (a) The bold dark arrows represent the component vectors, H1 = (h1, 0) and H2 = (h0, h2), of the observation operator H while the green and blue dashed lines
are the corresponding transformed vectors BHT1 and BH
T
2 , respectively (for the case b1 = b2 = 1 and b0 as indicated in the graph). The thin dashed arrows indicate the
construction of the vector BHT2 as the sum of the two components given in Eq. (42). (b) The black arrows and the direction of the dashed lines are the same as in graph (a)
while the thick green and blue solid lines yield the direction of the vectors η{1,2}1 and η
{1,2}
2 . Note that the directions of the dashed lines coincide with those of the PIs for
single observations η{i}i . According to Eq. (9), the length of all PI column vectors (η
{1,2}
i and η
{i}
i ) is determined by the normalization condition Hiη
{i}
i = Hiη{1,2}i = 1 while the
direction of the η{1,2}i vectors follows from Hiη
{1,2}
j = 0 for j ≠ i. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version
of this article.)Fig. 3. The same as Fig. 2(b) but for the special case h0 = 0. Note that, as the
observation operators H1 = (h1, 0) and H2 = (0, h2) are perpendicular to each
other, the directions of the vectors η{1,2}1 and η
{1,2}
2 coincide with that of H1 and H2 ,
respectively.
approaches 1 or−1. In the limit C2F → 1 (or det(B) = 1− C2F →
0) the background errors of the two observations are 100% corre-
lated. This means that, from the model perspective, both obser-
vations measure exactly the same quantity. Using the observation
operator Eq. (34) one can write
1− C2F =

b1b2 − b20

h22
(b1h0 + b0h2)2 +

b1b2 − b20

h22
. (45)
which shows that the special case,

1− C2F
→ 0, corresponds ei-
ther to
det (B) = b1b2 − b20 → 0
or h2 → 0.
In the first case the correlation b0/
√
b1b2 between x1 and x2 is+1
(or−1), whichmeans that themodel variables are 100% correlated
(or anti correlated) so that there is effectively only one degree of
freedom in the model. For the other case, h2 = 0, both observa-
tions measure exactly the samemodel quantity (namely x1). In the
limit h2 → 0 the vectors η{1,2}1 and η{1,2}2 are no longer defined. As
explained in sub Section 3.2.2, however, the products det
B η{1,2}i
remainwell defined and reduce to zero as det
B approaches zero.More precisely, from Eqs. (39), (40) and (45) one finds that the vec-
tors det
B η{1,2}i vanish linearly with h2 for h2 → 0.
5. Discussion
This paper establishes a new link between two well known
mathematical approaches in the field of data assimilation or in-
verse problems, the minimization of a quadratic cost function
and the pseudo inverse (PI) solutions. Both methods construct
their optimal model states (in this paper called xa and xˇa, respec-
tively)within the subspace of themodel state increments5which is
spanned by the columns BHTi of the matrix BH
T . In the framework
of these methods, the column vectors BHTi , therefore represent
the degrees of freedom of the model space which are constrained
through the corresponding observations yi and, if an observation yi
is assimilated alone, the direction of the corresponding vector BHTi
is the only part of themodel state space that is altered by the assim-
ilation process. In contrast to the cost functionminimum, the PI ne-
glects observation errors and directly inverts the equation Hx = y
within the subspace spanned by the BHTi . It therefore represents a
solution which is fully consistent with the observations.
Generally, the vectors BHTi are non-local, i.e., they have nonzero
coefficients for more than one component of x. Note that the
vectors BHTi are the covariances between the model state vector
x and the part of the model space Hix which is measured by
the observation operator of yi.6 Therefore, as seen, e.g., by the
example discussed in Section 4, even for a local observation which
corresponds to the measurement of a single component xi of x, the
vector BHTi has nonzero components for all those components of x
which are statistically related to xi.7
The question whether a DA system can reproduce spatially
localized features from its observations can be split into two sub
questions
5 For the sake of brevity, in this paper, the space of the model state increments is
usually simply referred to asmodel space, as opposed to observation space.
6 Using Einstein convention for the summation over all indices occurring twice,
one can write

xiHjkxk
 = ⟨xixk⟩Hjk = BikHjk = BHTj i , where Hjk and Bik are the
components of H and B, respectively.
7 This is actually a highly desired feature of a DA systems which, e.g., helps to
filter out strongly unbalanced degrees of freedom.
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localized feature if the quality of the data was sufficiently high
(i.e., if observation errors could be neglected)?
2. How do observation errors degrade the spatial representation
of such a feature?
The first question obviously depends on the degree to which the
localized feature can be represented within the space spanned by
the columns of the matrix BHT . The degrees of freedom of this
vector space give an upper limit to the extent to which spatial
structures can be represented by the cost function minimum. If
observation errors can be neglected, the optimal solution (which
represents this upper limit) is given by the PI. Note that the extent
to which a PI constrains the model state’s degrees of freedom
depends only on the space spanned by the vectors BHTi but not
on the nature of the individual vectors which generate this vector
subspace (as long as they span the same vector space). Generally,
the denser the employed observations are, the less does the spatial
resolution of the corresponding PI depend on how local or non-
local the individual observations are.
A more detailed answer to question one requires a better
characterization of the PIs for given observation operators H and
background error characteristics B. Apart from the simple example
in Section 4, this has not been attempted in this paper. Instead,
it is accepted that the density of data gives an upper limit for
the extent to which spatial structures can be represented by the
cost function minimum. The question pursued in this work is
question 2, i.e., in how far the spatial structures which could
be represented if observation errors were sufficiently small, are
degraded by the finite size of these errors. The expansion of the
cost function minimum shows the weight which the different PIs
(which correspond to different observation sets) can get in the
analysis state. PIs corresponding to sets τˆ with maximal number
pˆ of linear independent observations (i.e., the maximal number of
linearly independent vectors BHTi ) obviously constrain the most
degrees of freedom. Theyhave the highest spatial resolutionwhich,
if observations are sufficiently dense, is largely independent of the
degree of localization of the individual observations (or vectors
BHTi ). This is the opposite for the single-observation PIs xˇ
a
{i} = η{i}i yi
which represent the other extreme and forwhich η{i}i ∝ BHTi holds.
According to Eqs. (23) and (25) theweightswhich the individual
PIs (for observation set τ ) obtain in the expansion does not
only depend on the respective observation errors but also on the
background error statistics. From Eq. (24) one finds that det

Bˆτ

plays the role of a normalization constant for the corresponding
observation error product (i.e., it gives the reference compared
to which observation errors are large or small). In Eq. (25) the
influence of Bˆτ has been split into that of its diagonal elements
and that of the determinant of the correlation matrix det
Bτ . The
latter characterizes the overlap of the corresponding observation
operators. If the overlap is large (i.e., det(Bτ ) is small) the PI of
the observation set τ gets a small weight unless the corresponding
observation errors Rj are also very small. Particularly for the
case where different vector sets BHTi (corresponding to different
observation sets) span the same model state subspace, one finds
that the PI of the set for which the correlation matrix has the
largest determinant gets the biggest weighting factor (assuming
observation errors have all the same magnitude).
It should benoted that the determinant of a correlationmatrix is
always positive (the matrix is positive definite) and bounded from
above by the value 1. (det(Bτ ) = 1 corresponds to observations
which are completely uncorrelated). It approaches zero if the vec-
tors BHTi are close to a vector set which is not linearly independent.
For the 2 observation example in Section 4 this happens when both
observations constrain almost the samepart of themodel state (i.e.,if the vectorsBHTi are almost parallel). In this case, extracting infor-
mation about the direction which is roughly perpendicular to the
BHTi involves the difference of two almost equal quantities which
is dominated by noise unless the corresponding observation errors
are extremely small. Correspondingly, (unless R1R2 is very small)
the PI xˇ{1,2} which reconstructs the whole 2 dimensional model
space from the observations gets a small weight in this case (one
has det(Bτ ) = 1− C2F ).
Generally, the factors Gτ can be interpreted as a filter. While it
is well known how the inclusion of observation errors in the cost
function filters out contributions from very small singular values
(forwhich the corresponding degrees of freedomare dominated by
noise), this work shows how this filtering process can alternatively
also be understood in terms of the weights which different PIs
obtain in the expansion of the cost function minimum.
Apart from its role for the construction of the factors Gτ (where
it yields a reference for the normalization of the observation
errors), the Bmatrix appears in the expansion Eq. (23) also through
the definition of the PIs (Eq. (8)). Indeed, the off-diagonal elements
of Bmake the individual vectors BHTi less localized.While this may
have a de-localizing effect on the analysis increments, it should
be pointed out that (in contrast to the B matrix’s impact on the
Gτ factors) this does not reduce the information content which
is assimilated from these observations. In the definition of the
PIs (Eq. (8)), the statistical information from the B matrix is only
used to constrain degrees of freedom which are not measured by
the respective observation set. This can only have a de-localizing
effect if the measured atmospheric state is more localized than
the B matrix statistics suggest (and only, if the observation set
is not sufficiently dense for constraining the respective localized
features).
6. Conclusions and outlook
The results presented in this paper demonstrate that observa-
tion errors not only determine the weight which individual ob-
servations receive in the analysis process, they also determine the
extent to which spatial structures can be reconstructed by the cost
function minimum xa (this loosely corresponds to the spatial res-
olution of the analysis state). While an upper bound for the spatial
detail which xa can have is given by the degrees of freedom for
which measurements are available, non negligible observation er-
rors generally reduce this maximal resolution which the analysis
state could have if the quality of the observations was perfect.
As discussed above, the reason for this is the non-local nature
of the individual observations, which makes the reconstruction of
localized features only possible if sufficient observations are pro-
cessed simultaneously. This non-local nature is partly a result of
the statistical correlations (as represented by the B matrix) but it
is stronger the more non-local the respective measurements are.
From Eq. (23) it is clear that for observations to be effectively pro-
cessed together requires their observation errors to be sufficiently
small and that they have to be smaller the more the correspond-
ing observation operators overlap. For large observation errors, on
the other hand, observations are effectively processed in parallel
which means that particularly for strongly non-local observations,
signals from local sources are smeared out over a large region in
model space. In Section 4 this effect was illustrated with the sim-
plified model problem.
In practice, error characteristics of real world systems are of-
ten not well known and have to be estimated and tested. For these
tests, which can be quite complex and numerically very expen-
sive, a good theoretical understanding of how different error char-
acteristics affect the results is of crucial importance. The results
presented here are hoped to add to this understanding. When
introducing new data into a DA system, some overestimation of
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(it is better than using too small errors). The results presented
here show that also the use of too large observation errors can be
quite problematic and give a wrong idea of the qualitative impact
which the observations can have on the analysis state. Not only
that it gives a smaller weight to these observations, particularly
for strongly overlapping non-local observations (as they are typical
for passive remote sensing data), spatial structures are potentially
assimilated at a very different (coarser) resolution if observation
errors are overestimated. The testing of new data with artificially
inflated observation errors may therefore show very different re-
sults from those obtained from runs for which the specified errors
are smaller.
Often an inflation of observation error variances is needed to
compensate for observation error correlations (i.e., off diagonal el-
ements of R) which are usually ignored in operational practice.
While the full consequences of this procedure are difficult to an-
alyze, a preliminary comparison (not shown here) of the eigenval-
ues (i.e., the observation errors corresponding to the eigenvectors
of R) between the true non-diagonal and the inflated diagonal ma-
trix, seems to suggest that this inflation reduces the DA systems
capability to assimilate localized structures. This topic is planned
to be subject of a future publication.
Also the background error characteristics are generally not very
well known and, for simplicity, the Bmatrix is often assumed to be
constant in space and time (while the true uncertainty of the back-
ground state changes stronglywith localweather characteristics as
well as the varying density of the observing net). This work shows
howboth backgroundvariances and correlations play an important
role for assimilating localized features and that spatial structures
are harder to assimilate (i.e., require observations with smaller er-
rors) the more they contradict the statistical expectations of the
B matrix. A spatially uniform B matrix which strongly underesti-
mates the occurrence of localized background deviations in some
regions (this typically happens in regions where the background
state exhibits a high spatial variability) therefore makes the cor-
rection of such errors (through the analysis process) more difficult.
For systems with large numbers of observations, some quan-
titative measures intended to describe concepts like the resolu-
tion or the effective data density [15] of the analysis state have
been proposed (for a discussion see Chapter 3 of [3]). Generally
there is not a single uniquemathematical function to quantify such
properties but the interpretation and the usefulness of the respec-
tive measures depend on the situation (e.g., the distribution and
characteristics of the observations as well as the background co-
variances) and the respective aims. In this work no quantitative
description of such concepts has been attempted but it is hoped
that the mathematical results will be helpful also for this purpose.
The expansion of the cost function minimum presented here
separates the effect which the measurement geometry and the
quality of the observation (i.e., the observation errors) have on
the analysis state. Of course, particularly for systems with large
numbers of observations, the sum in Eq. (23) can be very complex
which can make its interpretation non trivial and may require
some further substantial work. Of great interest would be whether
the formalism presented here could lead to some additional
guidance for the data selection problem, i.e., the question which
data to select if the processing of all available observations is not
feasible (this is very relevant for the more than eight thousand
IASI channels, only a small fraction of which can be processed by
operational NWP centers, see, e.g., [16] and references therein).
For smaller systems, as e.g., the little toy model discussed in
Section 4, the formalism presented here was shown to clearly
identify the impact which different parameters have on the extent
to which a localized structure is resolved by the cost function
minimum. Such toy models help to isolate important aspects ofa DA system. If treated with the appropriate care and caution,
they can give important guidance for the interpretation and tuning
of substantially larger systems. An interesting application for the
toy model from Section 4 could be a study of situations where
nonlinear effects strongly alter the coefficients of the observation
operator between successive outer loops. Strong nonlinear effects
may particularly arise in the context of radiative interactions with
water in its different phases (vapor and cloud). Improving our
understanding of how such processes affect the convergence of the
DAproceduremay be decisive formaking further progresswith the
assimilation of satellite radiances in the presence of clouds (which
is a problem of great practical relevance, see, e.g., [17]).
These examples of problemswhich potentially benefit from the
results presented in this paper are of course by no means exhaus-
tive and the author hopes that exploiting the derivedmathematical
identities will be helpful and stimulating also for other domains of
science and technology.
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Appendix A. Proof of Eq. (17)
The proof of the identity (17) has twomain ingredients. The first
is a repeated application of the distributive law of algebra which
yields that for any arrays V (i) andW (i) (with i ∈ {1, . . . ,N})
N
i=1
(V (i)+W (i))
=

τ

#τ
i=1
V [τ [i]]

N−#τ
j=1
W

τ C [j]
=
N
k=0

τk

k
i=1
V [τk[i]]

N−k
j=1
W

τ Ck [j]

(A.1)
where the sum on the right hand side of the first line is over all
distinct subsets τ of {1, . . . ,N}. In the second line this sum has
been split up into sums of subsets τk with k elements. The notation
#τ refers to the number of elements of the set τ . For convenience
of notation the definition
0
i=1
X(i) = 1 for any array X (A.2)
was used. (The proof of Eq. (A.1) through induction is straightfor-
ward.)
The second main ingredient of the proof is the fact that for
any given subset τk of the set {1, 2, . . . .,N}, any permutation
σ on {1, 2, . . . .,N} (i.e., any bijective function which maps
{1, 2, . . . .,N} onto itself) can be split up into
(i) the ordered permutation σ {τk,ρk}I which maps τk onto ρk ≡
σ (τk) (and τ Ck on ρ
C
k ≡ σ(τ Ck ) as defined by Eq. (15))
(ii) a permutation σ{ρk} which maps ρk onto itself (leaving ρ
C
k
invariant)
(iii) a permutation σ
ρCk
 which maps ρCk onto itself (leaving ρk
invariant).
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σ = σ{ρk}σρCk σ {τk,ρk}I (A.3)
which is equivalent with
σ (τk[i]) = σ{ρk}σρCk σ {τk,ρk}I (τk[i])
= σ{ρk} (ρk[i]) for i ∈ {1, . . . , k} (A.4)
σ

τ Ck [j]
 = σ{ρk}σρCk σ {τk,ρk}I τ Ck [j]
= σ
ρCk
 ρCk [j] for j ∈ {1, . . . ,N − k}.
Note that the partitioning (A.3) of σ is unique since (i) σ {τk,ρk}I with
ρk ≡ σ (τk) is uniquely defined by τk while (ii) the permutations
σ{ρk} and σρCk  are uniquely defined (for given σ ) from the second
and fourth lines of Eq. (A.4), respectively. Similarly one can say that
he partitioning (A.3) implies a mapping
σ ↔

ρk, σ{ρk}, σρCk 

(A.5)
which is bijective so that the sum over all distinct permutations
on a give set can be split up in the following way (let F (σ ) be an
arbitrary functional of the permutation σ )
σ
F (σ ) =

ρk

σ {ρk}

σ {ρCk }
F

σ{ρk}σρCk σ {τk,ρk}I

(A.6)
where the sums are over all different subsets ρk of the same size as
τk and over all distinct permutations σ{ρk} and σρCk , respectively.
Now, starting the proof from the Leibniz formula for the deter-
minant
det (A+ B) =

σ
P (σ )
N
i=1
(A [i, σ (i)]+ B [i, σ (i)]) (A.7)
(where P (.) stands for the sign of the permutation and, in this ap-
pendix, we use the notation A [i, j] for the components of a matrix
A) we use the distributive law Eq. (A.1) to write
det (A+ B) =

σ
P (σ )
N
k=0

τk

k
i=1
A [τk[i], σ (τk[i])]

×

N−k
j=1
B

τ Ck [j], σ

τ Ck [j]

(A.8)
then, exchanging sums and using Eqs. (A.6) and (A.4) as well as
P

σ{τk}στCk σ {τk,ρk}I

= P σ{τk} P στCk 

P

σ
{τk,ρk}
I

one gets
det (A+ B)
=
N
k=0

τk

ρk

σ{ρk}

σ{ρCk }
P

σ{ρk}

P

σ
ρCk
 P σ {τk,ρk}I 
×

k
i=1
A

τk[i], σ{ρk}ρk[i]

×

N−k
j=1
B

τ Ck [j], σρCk ρCk [j]

=
N
k=0

τk

ρk
P

σ
{τk,ρk}
I
×

σ{ρk}
P

σ{ρk}
 k
i=1
A

τk[i], σ{ρk}ρk[i]

×

σ{ρCk }
P

σ

ρCk
 N−k
j=1
B

τ Ck [j], σρCk ρCk [j]

where the last two lines are the Leibniz formulas for det(A{τk,ρk})
and det(B{τCk ,ρCk }), respectively, which proofs Eq. (14).
Appendix B. Proof of Eq. (16)
For the sub-matrix R{τk,ρk} of the diagonal matrix R (with
elements Rij = δijri), Laplace’s formula can be written as (for any
j ∈ {1, . . . , k})
det(R{τk,ρk}) =
k
i=1
(−1)τ [j]+ρ[i]δτ [j]ρ[i]rτ [j]Mij (B.1)
where the minor Mi,j is defined to be the determinant of the (k −
1)×(k−1)-matrix that results fromR{τk,ρk} by removing the ith row
and the jth column. It is clear from the Kronecker delta in Eq. (B.1)
that the sum has no nonzero contribution unless there is an index
i with ρk[i] = τk[j]. Since this has to hold for any j ∈ {1, . . . , k}
and because τk and ρk have the same number of elements, the de-
terminant in Eq. (B.1) is only nonzero if τk = ρk. In this case, how-
ever, R{τk,ρk} = R{τk,τk} is a diagonal matrix so that the determinant
is given by the product of its diagonal elements.
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